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30 May 2011

Dr Richard Chadwick
General Manager
Adjunction Branch
Australian Competition & Consumer Commission
GPO Box 31 31

CANBERRA ACT 2601

Dear Dr Chadwick

RE: Application for minor variation - AgStewardship Australia Limited Authorisation
A91105 - interested party consultation

Thank you for you letter of 28 April 2011 requesting my comments on a proposal to vary
491105 for eligibility criteria for containers accepted under the Industry Waste Reduction
Scheme. Your correspondence indicates that the variation is to remove the word 'rigid'from
the definition of a container.

It is unclear what chemicals would be contained in these and what handling is involved in
disposal of these containers. lf these chemicals are covered under the Australian Code for
the Transport of Dangerous Goods by Road and Rail, 7rn edition then there are specific
packaging rules that must be followed. These are to ensure that the public and workers are
not exposed to potential dangerous or toxic chemicals.

NT WorkSafe notes that the potential container consists of an outer cardboard layer and a
'light density' inner plastic bag. lt is if of concern that the cardboard outer layer may become
wet or contaminated by internal chemicals or external liquids thus reducing the stability and
strength of the container to withstand even the smallest knock leading to breakage and
potential chemical exposure of persons.

We are, however, supportive of the interim variation to the arrangements for the purpose of
testing. At this time we do not support the permanent variation without the final results of the
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